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“Squareline“, the buffet system with 1000 faces!
“Squareline“

“Squareline“ white, acrylic connector pieces black (page 22), glass platters black (page 50), glass steps black and glass trays black (page 53).

Our classic “Skyline“ has been changed and advanced to become “Squareline”, which now offers several new features apart from 
its pure design. 

The stainless steel displays are available in two heights. Three versions, highly polished, matt black and white (golden and copper 
on request), grant the columns completely different effects! The “Squareline“ towers can be stacked on top of each other by using 
connector pieces which are available in three different versions. A 90° rotated arrangement of the stands increases the creative 
leeway tremendously and permits a buffet set-up at an angle. 

Besides the technical aspect, the connector pieces are mainly a decorative element. They are available in glossy black as well as 
in satined, light-diffusing acrylic. The third version is handmade from solid walnut in best quality. In connection with the various 
displays and buffet platters countless possibilities for the creation of a buffet arise.

Optionally “Squareline“ offers the possibility of a 100 % integration of our “Lightning Buffet” – the full height of the columns will be 
illuminated from the inside. When using the satined connector pieces, their light-diffusing effect even enhances the spectacular 
sight. The system is based on the buffet classic “Skyline” (pages 14 to 19), both in construction and in form. So both systems can 
be combined quite easily.

Just let your imagination run wild!

“Squareline“ polished, connector pieces walnut (page 22), 
buffet platters made of glass (page 48-52), 

trays “Solid“ walnut (page 112), 
glass steps transparent (page 53).

“Squareline“ black, acrylic connector pieces satined (page 22), glass platters grey (page 49), “Lightning Buffet“ tubes (page 40), rechargeable LED-lights (page 41).

“Squareline“ black, acrylic connector 
pieces black (page 22), 

glass platters black (page 50), 
glass steps black (page 53).
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The rechargeable LED-light (item 8150, optionally available, page 41) offers numerous fixedly pre-installed colours as well as spe-
cial programs like colour gradient and flickering-candle-effect. The compatible remote control (item 8151) allows the synchroniza-
tion of up to 20 LED-lights at the same time and enables the change of the complete buffet-colouring by just pressing one button! 

Alternatively and especially for fixed buffet installations we recommend the use of the Zieher LED-lights with cable (item 8104, 
page 40). With this item, 5 lighting colours can be set by using stick-on colour-filters. 

The connector pieces feature slots for the cables, so that the cables can be laid invisibly through the columns of the “Lightning 
Buffet”. To do this, the detachable lids of the acrylic tubes have to be removed. If cabled LED-lights are used, it is recommended to 
lay down all components of a “Squareline”- tower next to each other on the table to facilitate the installation of the cables. 

Please note: To illuminate the system you will need one LED-light and one acrylic column in the fitting size (12 resp. 24 cm) for 
each “Squareline” stand. The acrylic columns are available in sets of 3 pieces (items 8120...) and can be found on page 40, the 
information on our LED-lights can be found on pages 40 and 41.

“Squareline“ polished, acrylic connector pieces satined, platters transparent glass (page 52), buffet platter (page 72) 
and glass steps transparent (page 53), “Lightning Buffet“ tubes (page 40), rechargeable LED-lights (page 41).

cabled LED-light, 
page 40

rechargeable LED-light, page 41

“Squareline”

walnut connector “Squareline”  
food-safe sealed, not dishwasher-safe, with 4 holes for 
cable run

item l x w x h in cm 
4736 27x27x7

buffet stand “Squareline”  
massive stainless steel 18/10, highly polished, square, 
dishwasher-safe, food-safe

buffet stand “Squareline”  
massive stainless steel 18/10, matt black  
(powder-coated), square, not diswasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
8082.13 24x24x13.5
8082.25 24x24x25.5

acrylic connector “Squareline”  
clear satined (translucent), with 4 stainless steel pins 
and 4 holes for cable run

item l x w x h in cm 
8083.01 27x27x3.5

acrylic connector “Squareline”  
black, glossy, with 4 stainless steel pins and 4 holes for 
cable run

item l x w x h in cm 
8083.02 27x27x3.5

buffet stand “Squareline”  
massive stainless steel 18/10, white  (powder-coated), 
square, not dishwasher-safe

item l x w x h in cm 
8084.13 24x24x13.5
8084.25 24x24x25.5

acrylic tubes, items 8120..., page 40

No matter whether it is classic design in stainless steel with wood, golden and copper, or the highly modern design in matt black 
and white with stunning lighting – “Squareline” will adapt to every atmosphere and will give your guests lasting impressions!

“Squareline“ copper (on request), acrylic connector pieces satined, glass platters white 
(page 51), “Lightning Buffet“ tubes (page 40), rechargeable LED-lights (page 41).

item length in mm PU
4684 20 10 pcs

silicone sleeve  
transparent, slotted lengthwise, for buffet stand 
“Squareline” items 8081..., 8082..., 8084... and buffet 
stand “Skyline” items 2177..., 8300... and 8305...  
(prevents the slipping of buffet platters)

item l x w x h in cm 
8081.13 24x24x13.5
8081.25 24x24x25.5

“Squareline”


